For those who have been reading the News, all these three Nations are burning severely. If this continues, we will do a group ritual.

Now, it should be evident, that the "Climate Change" gang, is really just trying to enforce this meme as always. The general claim is that this is because of the "Warm summer" that these Nations are burning so badly. Proof of purposeful fires is dismissed.

It's just the random and generalized caused of "Climate Change". Their only concern here is the political agenda. But even this, is sourced in another larger plan. The reality is, that is the NWO and it's cohorts, and all of this is part of a more elaborate plot to deforest the planet.

We have seen this in the Amazon fires and other fires that have been less noticed. We have seen fires before, too. But this time over, the narrative is going to change.

We have to understand that we are dealing with criminals, that want to destroy this planet. On one hand, they whine about "Climate change" and "Green policies", and on the other hand, they are themselves a polluted spirit and soul.

Most of them are closely 70 years old, and about to go to the final destination, and yet, these jews, will consistently harass the planet until they die. We are here because many didn't care to even create even a single environmentally friendly value for human beings.

They are putting max pedal to fuck the planet without caring at all what happens to the next generation.

These are the results of corruption of the jewish programs that people have believed in. This is where humans learn that instead of treating nature as sacred, and other species with respect, that they are more important than "anything" and that nature and the natural world is of "Satan".

And since it is, of course, and even this planet is [and the enemy knows this], the behavior of these universal criminals is really not a question mark as to why this happens.

Any actual "Climate Change" is issues that truly do exist [despite their repetitive lying propaganda], will be "accelerated" by this extensive burning. In fact, this also aims to cause much of this, since this wasn't even really happening to the extent that it was advertised.
Part of this harassment is to destroy the planet and leave it desolate. Normal people believe this is happening to build Casinos, or other "investments", but the reality is, all of this is simply triggered by the Jew World Order, to be used later on as an excuse to enforce stranger measures that are part of a mode broadly world altering agenda.

You will listen to this spamming in the news now. The Co-Vid spamming will be replaced and co-exist with "Climate Change" spamming. On this pretext that "Crazy forest burners" are burning forests, they will probably try to pass laws and regulations to stop people from accessing forests.

Now, this may sound insane to most people, and it really is. But the enemy understands the spiritual power of forests, nature, and so on. They want people to be away from these. Aside their attempts to lock people inside the houses for an indefinite amount of time, they will try to lock human beings out of natural places and landscapes too, to further dehumanize people.

I won't even mention that since the jews have been falling, need for mass death and sacrificial energy and suffering is required for them to keep their agenda going, since most people instantly catch up on these things here.

After the fires that are wiping out the green lungs of the planet, they know, there will be brutal flooding. This brutal flooding, they will later on again justify on "Climate Change". With the claims piling up, they will insist that it's absolutely necessary to enforce new "Environmental measures".

These measures will seldom have anything to do to help the environment. They will just be the usual strangulation of rights to move, associate, eat specific things, and so on, and later be enforced slowly and through many different fake ass claims, to rob people of even more freedoms. This is all part of the "Great Reset" agenda.

The enemy is weak and worthless, and if anything, could never lead people successfully to any change. They are only there to make humanity suffer intensively. They actually also, enjoy the suffering.

Western masonic ultracuck "Leaders" are going to do their utmost to make people afraid of a 0.04% death rate virus [2 years were wasted in this rampage globally and infinite billions/trillions], and now, they will start another internal issue agenda, progressively increasing chaos. They will just keep spamming that it's all due to "climate change", while the majority of this will be not only man-made, but the part that is not man-made, will be purposefully not be prevented.

We are dealing with a criminal gang and we have to understand this. Unless the freemasonic clique and JWO is brought to it's knees, they will raze the earth.

They can escape laws and they can escape their own rigged political and judicial system, and this makes them think that they are "Gods". But from the curses like
this there is absolutely no escape from them. These foul lizards will pay with their soul for everything they have done and are doing to this planet.

This is also why it's important the FRTR and all the rest of the rituals are continued until all their support is broken and they are delivered to the might of the people, worldwide. Their protection will eventually run out.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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